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The above calculations indica, te that only about one-
third or one-half the E-sheB ionization can be attributed
to internal conversion. The remaining ionization is
probably the direct result of the emission of the alpha-
particle.

Assuming that the excess E-shell ionization is due to
thc dlrcct Rctlon of tlM Rlpha-paltlclc Rs lt lcavcs thc
atom, the probability of this process is given by the
quantity Xx/X multiplied by the fraction ot E-shell
ionizations not due to internal conversion. Using our
values for iVx/%ace and Xx/X, together with the value
+~=0.053&0.013, we arrive at
(2.2+0.4)(1—(0.053W0.013)/(0.15+0.028))X10-e

= (1.4&0.35)X10 '
for the probability of E-sheH ionization by the alpha-
particle.

MigdaP has m,ade theoretical calculations of the
probability of ionization of the daughter atom by a
particle vrhich leaves the nucleus. Migdal's theory

.. predicts that the alpha-particle almost always ionizes
the atom, but that the ionization probability of a given
electron shell decreases rapidly as shells nearer and
nearer the nudcus are considered.

The process of direct ionization by the alpha-particle
has been suggested as the origin of the I x-rays which
are observed in Po"' radiations. ""

' A. Migdal, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 4, 449 (1941).
'0 I. Curie and F. Joliot, J. phys. et radium 2, 20 (I93I).
"W. Rubinson and W. Bernstein, Phys. Rev. 82, 334 (1951).

The approximations made in gigdal's calculations
include the use of perturbation theory to describe the
cGcct of thc alphR-pRrtlclc the assuIllptlon that thc
alpha-particle moves with uniform velocity as it leaves
the nucleus, and the use of nonrelativistic hydrogen-like
wave functions to describe the atom. These approxi-
mations are best in thc case of E-shell ionization, but
even here the error may be appreciable. Migdal's result
for the probability of ionization of the E-shell is 2.2
(137 e /Z'c)', where e is the velocity of the alpha-
particle and Z is the atomic number of the daughter
atom. Evaluation of this expression gives 2.6X10 6 in
the case of Po"0.

Migdal's theory thus agrees in order of magnitude
with the experimental results, (1.4+0.35)&10 ', but
thc pledlctcd lonlzatlon probability ls too high to bc
reconciled with either our results or those of Grace et al.'
Since Migdal's theory neglects the CGects of screening
of the nucleus from the E electrons, onc might argue
that the Z in Migdal's theory should be replaced by a
smaller "CGective" Z. This change would make the
predicted ionization probability even higher and thus
would increase the discrepancy with experiment. The
authors believe that approximations in Migdal's theory
may result in an overestimate of the E-shell ionization
process.

The authors would like to express their appreciation
to Professors R.Hofstadter and%'. E.Meyerhof for their
valuable suggestions and criticisms concerning this work.
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The molecular beam magnetic resonance method has been used
to determine the sign (and the magnitude in those cases where it
has not been previously measured) of the quadrupole interaction
energy of the alkali nuclei in the homonuclear molecules, that of
Na~s and Li~ in the alkali halides, and that of CPS and CP' in KCl.
An obstacle is inserted into the path of the beam. so that its edge
coincides arith the position of the undeflected beam. Molecules
of either positive or negative total magnetic moment are then
removed from the beam which arrives at the detector. Certain
maxima in the nuclear resonance spectrum at high magnetic Gelds
(egQ&&glpoB) arising from the transitions b,ml=+1 are sup-
pressed depending on the states removed by the obstacle, It is
thus possible to identify the resonance maxima in terms of the

transitions which produce them. From this evidence the sign of
the quadrupole interaction energy can be deduced. The quadrupole
interaction energy, eqQ, is positive for Li~ and negative for Na~'
in the homonuclear and the halide molecules. These results
suggest that the sign of q at a given nucleus is the same in a
rather considerable range of diatomic molecules. The interaction
constant, eqQ, is positive for Cs'I in Cs2, and negative for K" in
Kg, Rbs~, Rbs' in Rb2, and CP~, CPV in KCl. The signs of the
interaction for K' Rb ' Rb ~ and Cs"' in the alkali Quorides,
and for CP5, CP~ in T1Cl as determined by the molecular beam
electrical resonance method are the same as those for, the same
nucleus in the molecules here considered.

INTRODUCTION

T is the purpose of the present paper to discuss in
~ - detail a method which permits the determination of
the sign of the quadrupole interaction energy in dja-

*This research was supported in part by the ONR.
t Submit ted by R. A. Logan in partial fulfillment of the require-

ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, in the Faculty of
Pure Science, Columbia University.

tomic molecules and to present the results of new
measurements on the sign and the magnitude of the
quadrupole interaction energies of several nuclei in a
considerable range of diatomic molecules. A preliminary
description of the method has previously been given. '

Unfortunately it is not possible, in general, to deduce

' P. Kusch, Phys. Rev. 76, 138 (1949).
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FIo. 1. Nuclear resonance spectrum of CP' in Kcl.

~ A. Nordsieck, Phys. Rev. 58, 310 {1940).
3 The q employed here was suggested by J. Bardeen and C. H.

Townes, Phys. Rev. 73, 97 {1948),and represents directly the
gradient of the electric Geld at the nucleus in the inward direction
along the internuclear axis. This definition of g ascribes a physical
significance to the previously defined q' of A. Nordsieck, Phys.
Rev. 58, 310 (1940}.The q used by B.T.Feld. and W. E.Lamb, Jr.,
Phys. Rev. 67, 15 (1945), is expressed in terms of coordinates
relative to an axis fixed in space, whereas Nordsieck's q' is ex-

pressed relative to a coordinate system flxed in, and moving

with, the molecule. These definitions are related by

gssrdssn Tsnnss=2df ~ D2++-3i!2+$2dgPsld-lamb

where e=proton charge, J=rotational quantum number.
' A calculation by H. M. Foley quoted in reference i.
' J. H. Bartlett, Jr., and W. H. Furry, Phys. Rev. SS, 1615

(1Wi).' C. H. Townes and B.P. Dailey, J.Chem. Phys. 17, 782 (1949}.

the sign and magnitude of the electric quadrupole
moment of a nucleus from a knowledge of the quadru-
pole interaction energy of the nucleus in a particular
molecule. The only completely unambiguous exception
is in the determination of the quadrupole moment of
the deuteron from the experimental value of the
quadrupole interaction of the deuteron in HD and D2.
In this case the molecular wave functions are suKciently
weQ known to permit an exact calculation2 of q.3 In
the case of the molecule Li2, Foley' has made a calcu-
lation of q from the Bartlett-Furry wave functions.
These wave functions' lead to a dissociation energy and
an internuclear distance for Lim which agree with the
experimentally observed quantities but the extent of
their validity in the calculation of q is uncertain. In
other cases where the quadrupole interaction has been
measured, good wave functions are riot available for
the determination of q, but in some instances apparently
satisfactory approximations have been devised. '

The present results themselves do not, therefore,
permit a direct determination of either the sign or the
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Fxo. 2, Nuclear resonance spectrum of Rb" in Rb2.

magnitude of the nuclear quadrupole moment. They
do, however, indicate certain systematic behavior of
the quadrupole interaction energy and may thus aid in
establishing the validity of the various models and
approximations- proposed for the determination of the
nuclear electric quadrupole moment from observed
interaction energies.

THEORY

In the present experiments the high 6eM spectrum
al ls1Ilg f1om a nuclear reor1entatlon ln a d1atomlc
molecule is observed. This spectrum has been discussed
in detail by Feld and Lamb~ and by Nierenberg and
Ramsey for a'diatomic molecule which contains one
nucleus possessing both a magnetic dipole moment and
an electric quadrupole moment and another nucleus of
spin zero. The conclusions are, however, valid for an
arbitrary diatomic molecule including the homonuclear
molecule' when J is large and. when the electric quadru-
pole interaction is large compared to the magnetic
interaction between nuclei and that between each
nucleus and the 6eld caused by the molecular rotation.
All of these criteria are substantially satis6ed by the
molecules here considered.

The spectrum consists of a series of 21 maxima.
%hen I is an odd half-integer, the central peak in the
spectrum corresponds to the nuclear resonance fre-
quency, ed= grIddPjh, and, is not, at suKciently high
magnetic fields (grpoH»eqQ), affected hy the quadru-

pole interaction. The width and shape of the central
maximum is determined by the interaction of the
nuclear moment with the magnetic 6eld due to the
molecular rotation and by the resolution e6ects of the
apparatus. The other maxima appear as satellites of
the central peak and their position is determined by
the magnitude of the quadrupole interaction as given

by Feld and Lamb.
A typical high 6eid resonance spectrum when I=3/2

is that of CPS in KC1, shown in Fig. 1, For the magnetic

' B. T. Feld and %. E. Lamb, Jr., Phys. Rev. 67, 15 (1945),
8%'. A. Nierenberg and N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 72, 1075

.(1947).
9 H. M. Foley, Phys. Rev. Vj., 747 (1947}.
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FIG. 3. Nuclear resonance spectrum of Li' in Li2.

'0 P. Kusch, Phys. . Rev. 75, 887 (1949); N. A. Schuster and
G. E. Pake, Phys. Rev. 81, 157 (1951).

6elds employed the interaction energy of the nuclear
magnetic moment is large compared to the quadrupole
interaction energy and genuinely high held conditions
prevail. The frequency separation between the two
maxima is egg/4h and from I"ig. 1 and other data it is
found .that egg/k=0. 420 Mc. When I=5/2, as in the
case of Rb", whose spectrum in Rb2 is shown in Fig. 2,
two auxiliary maxima appear on each side of the
central maximum. In this case egg/h=1. 10 Mc. In
both cases the rapidly varying intensity of other compo-
nents of the spectrum in the neighborhood of the
satellite have the e8ect of shifting the maximum to the
center so that the stated value of egg/h represents a
lower limit of the quantity. This eGect is especially
pronounced in the case of Rb" in Rb2 where the low
abundance (&0.5 percent) of molecules in a beam of
rubidium evaporated from an oven makes necessary
the use of low resolution (which arises due to a large
amplitude of rf field) to obtain observable intensities
in the spectral envelope. Typical spectra when I=3/2
are also shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

A case of special interest is the resonance of Li~ in
Li2 shown in Fig. 3. In this case the quadrupole inter-
action is not suSciently great to resolve the satellites
from the central maximum in view of the limited
resolving power of the apparatus (natural width of an
isolated line in Li~ 3.6 kc) and in view of the effect of
the I J interaction in broadening the envelope. The
observed envelope, nevertheless, divers in shape from
that observed for Li in LiI shown in Fig. 4, where
quadrupole eQ'ects are known to be negligible. "As will
be shown later, there is considerable evidence to indicate
that there is, in fact, an unresolved quadrupole structure
in this envelope and that a reasonable estimate of the
quadrupole interaction energy may be obtained on the
basis of the assumption that the satellite maxima
determine the half-width of the observed pattern.

A detailed quantitative description of the shapes of
the resonance curves requires the inclusion of several

eGects not considered by Feld and Lamb. Among these
are the cosine interaction between nuclear spin and
molecular rotation, the variation of q with both rota-
tional and vibrational quantum number, the e6ect of
a J, which is small for a not inappreciable fraction of
molecules in the beam, and the resolution properties of
the apparatus. However, for the purpose of a determi-
nation of the sign of the quadrupole interaction energy,
these e6ects do not modify the conclusions which may
be deduced from observed data by the use of the simple
Feld-Lamb theory.

The spectrum, at high magnetic fields, which occurs
as a consequence of a nuclear reorientation in a diatomic
molecule, cannot directly yield information about the
sign of the quadrupole interaction energy. The observed
pattern is entirely symmetrical about the central fre-
quency pp and it is not possible to identify the satellite
maxima in terms of the transitions dmI=&1 which
produce them. It will be shown, however, that the
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FIG. 4. Nuclear resonance spectrum of Lie in LiI.

eqgL3mg' —J(I+1)][3m/—I(I+1)]
4(2/+3) (2L—1)I(2I—1)

CW18$J.

The 6rst term is the interaction energy of the nuclear
magnetic moment with the applied magnetic 6eld, II,
the second term the interaction energy of the nuclear
electric quadrupole moment, Q, with the gradient, |I, of
the electric Geld at the nucleus and the third term the
interaction energy of the nuclear magnetic moment

removal from the beam of molecules with states of
positive or negative m& gives rise to an asymmetry in
the resonance spectrum which permits a determination
of the sign of egg.

The portion of the expression for the energy levels of
a diatomic molecule at high magnetic fields (eqg
«grpoH) which depends on mr is:

~=mrgziJOH
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with the magnetic 6ehi produced. by the molecular
rotRtlon. Fcld Rnd LRInb hRvc shown that thc transl"
tions hmI ——~i lead to maxima in the envelope in
the region near my=0. In this region the quantity
L3m~' —J(J+1)j is negative, and except for constant
terms and the small term nnlmg,

If = rrsrgr ps++ constant(eqQrnrs).

The ordellng of thc clMlgy lcvcls ls determined by the
Grst term of the expression. Thc various possibilities
when I=3/2 are shown in Fig. 5. When gr is negative,
it is evident that the high frequency satellite maximum
will correspond to the transition (—3/2~ —1/2) if eqQ
is positive and to the transition (1/2&-+3/2) if eqQ is
Mgativc. The situRtlon ls lcvcrscd lf gI ls posltlvc. The
sign of the interaction can thus be determined by an
identiGcation of the satellite maxima in terms of the mI
vat.ues of the terminal states if the sign of gl is known.

Since the trajectory of a molecular beam through the
sequence of magnets and slits in the molecular beam
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the appar'atus showing the
arrangement of the magnet pole faces.
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Fro. S. Detail of nuclear energy level diagram (I=3/2) showing
the shift in energy due to the quadrupole interaction energy for
the four cases depending on the relative signs of eqQ and gl. In
each case the arrovr indicates the transition which gives rise to
the high frequency satellite in the nuclear resonance spectrum.

apparatus is determined by the magnetic moment of
the molecule, it is possible, by the introduction of
suitable obstacles in the trajectories of the molecules,
to exclude from observation molecules in which esp is

either positive or negative and hence to RGeet the
intensity distribution in the resonance spectrum.

METHOD

A schematic diagram of the apparatus used in these
measurements is shown in Fig. 6. The apparatus, except
for the presence of the obstacle between the 8 Rnd C
magnets, is a typical molecular beam apparatus used
for the observation of molecular spectra arising from a
nuclear reorientation. Refocusing occurs at the de-

tector when the molecule is in the same state in both
tlM A Rnd 8 1Tlagncts lf R tlRnsltlon occuls lIl thc C
magnet there will, in general, be a change in magnetic
moment and refocusing will not occur.

The beam is a narrow ribbon in the xs plane and. is

propagated in the positive x-direction from the oven to
the detector. The Geld in the A, J3, and C magnets may

be either along the positive or negative y-direction,
but is in the same direction in all three magnets. The
1'atlo (BH/By)/H 111 tile A aIld 8 6elds ls detel'nlllled by'

the shape of the magnet pole faces and. is a Gxed and

generally unalterable property of the apparatus, so that
the direction of BP/By is reversed when the direction
of 8 is reversed. Hence a particle with a positive
component of magnetic moment along II is de6cctcd
while pa,ssing through the A-Geld in the positive y-
direction, independent of the GCM direction. The net
deQection of the beam at the collimating slit is equal
to zero and beyond the collimating slit all molecules of
positive moment will have a positive y-coordinate.

An obstacle with a sharp edge, parallel to the other
elements which de6ne the beam (source slit, collimating
slit and detector) may be interposed. between the 8
and C magnets. If the obstacle is in the region of +
y-coordinate and if its edge coincides with the position
of the unde6ccted beam, all particles with a positive
component of resultant moment in the A Geld are
removed from the beam which arrives at the detector.
In the cvcnt that tlansltlons occur ln tlM C lcglon,
the spectrum which is observed will not contain lines

resulting from transitions for which the initial state is

characterized by positive moment.
In the present case we are concerned with diatomic

molecules in which there is no net electronic angular

momentum, and the magnetic Gclds employed in the

experiments are large (=10,000 gauss) so that the

angular momentum vectors are completely decoupled.

The resultant magnetic moment is contributed by the

two nuclear moments pl~ and p,I2, and the rotational



TAsxz I.Table of allowed values of the total magnetic moment
of I i'I l', in nuclear magnetons, in the direction of the appHed
Beld, for the possible ml of the Li' and I 7 nuclei.

778y(1127) $/2
my(I. II7)

3/2 6.065 4.942 3.818 2.694 1.570 0.447
1/2 3.894 2.771 1.641 0.523 —0.601 —1.724—1/2 1.724 0.601 —0.523 —1.641 2 771—.—3.894—3/2 —0.447 —1.570 —2.694 —3.818 —4.942 —6.065

moment pg. The e6'ective moment of the molecule is
then:

P= —(tSIjglg+ tÃItg It+ tNggg) 710.

In all cases considered in these experiments, the nuclear

g values Rl'c ncgatlvc so thRt CRch nucleus contributes
a posltlvc moD1cnt fol a posltlvc vRluc of Sly. Thc
coQtDbutlon of pg to tllc moment Inay bc lgQorcd slDcc

gg is suKciently small in comparison with gy so that
Ittt&g&l(&(tlrgrl. For any mzq and nut, the moment
distribution is RGected symmetrically by pg since posi-
tive and negative values of mg are equally probable.
The effect is to broaden the de6ection spectrum at any
point in a manner analogous to, though not identical
with, that produced by the velocity distribution.

The degree to which molccules in which a given
nucleus has a positive (or negative) component of
IQOIQcnt, . ln thc direction of thc 6cld cRQ bc separated .

from the beam depends on the relative values .of the
tvM nuclear moQMDts ln thc IQoleculc. Thc I'cmoval
from the beam of nearly RO molccules in vrhich py1
contributes a positive moment requires that ) p,z&(

((jtl» ( so that the»gn of the magnetic moment of the
molecule is determined predominantly by. the orienta-
tion of ps~. %hen this condition hoMS, the interposition
of the obstacle as described above will leave the ob-
servable intensity of a linc arising from transitions
between two states of negative ms~, unaltered, between
tvro states of positive my' zero, and between tv' states
with tg yl of opposite slgnq onc-half of thc orlglnal
intensity. It is evident in this case that the selective
removal of molecules with positive (or negative) tttts
cannot be achieved.

As an example, consider the case of Li'P'~. The spin
and magnetic moment of the nuclei are, respectively,
3/2, 3.256 nm for Li' and 5/2, 2.809 nm for P".Table I
exhibits the possible values of the component of the
magnetic moment of Li"P" in the direction of the
applied. Geld. It is evident that if all molecules vrhosc
component of magnetic moment in the 6eld direction
is positive, are removed from the beam which arrives
at the detector, then the central. maximum (1/2~ —1/2)
in the nuclear resonance spectrum of Liv in Li'P'~ wiH
be reduced ln intensity by 1/2, while the sateihte
maximum (3/2+-&1/2) will be reduced in intensity of
1/6 of its original value and that due to the transitions
(-1/2++—3/2) will have 5/6 of its original intensity.
By this means thc sp;tcOitc Inaxlma arc identified ill

terms of the transitions which produce them, Rnd from
this, evidence thc sign of thc quadrupole lntcractlon
can bc deduced.

As long as eqQ»d, where Z is the most probable
value of J, it is not necessary that the satelHte maxima
bc rcsolvcd floIQ tlM ccntI'al peak ln O1dcx' to RHovf thc
determination of the sign of the quadrupole interaction
energy. The large density of levels near 5hz/7= 0 gives
rise to the satellite maxima, and these maxima con-
tribute directly to the intensity distribution in the
unresolved resonance envelope. The removal of mole-
cules containing any of R Particular sign @rill suPPress
the satellites unsymmetrically, and will produce a shift
in the center of the obsexved resonance spectrum. A
detai1ed example of this CGect in the Li~ resonance in
Li.. is given in a later section. When cZ&~eqQ, the
maxima in. the envelope of the satellite lines become
very poolly dc6ned, Rnd when thc whole spcctI'uIQ 18

unresolved, a detectable shift in the center of thc
pattern may not occux' when molecules containing sty
of a particular sign are removed from the beam.

The molecular beam. apparatus eras originally bujtlt
in 1947. The design is symmetrical about the colli-
mating slit which is located Rt thc ccntcx' of the hoIno-
geneous C-Geld. The inhomogeneous A Rnd J3 6elds
have equal lengths (50.8 cm) and equal ratio of Geld

gradient to Geld (BIIj/By)/H=8 cm ~. The pole pieces
on the deBecting magnets are made of Perrnendur which
has R saturation value considerably in excess of 20,000
gauss. Thc over-Rll IcDgth of thc appR1Rtus floIQ thc
oven sHt to the tungsten detector wire is i'H. S cm. For
a gradient of 1.6X10' gauss/cm and at an oven temper-
ature of 900'K, a fairly typical temperature in the
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Pro, 7. Nuclear resonance spectrum of Li' in I.iI; curve I is
obtained with full beam, curve II with molecules of positive total
moment. removed from the beam, and curve III with molecules
of negative total moment removed from the beam,



8 5.77' 10~g cm

where 8 is the deQection of a molecule at the detector
which has undergone a transition resulting in a moment
change gl p,o and where a is the most probable velocity
in the oven. For CP' (gr=0.55 nm), S =3.2X10~ cm.
The actual change in intensity at the detector which is
observed when a,transition occurs is determined by the
widths of the various dining elements. If the oven
slit, collimating slit, and detector each have a width of
2.5&10 cm the maximum drop in intensity at the
detector which may be observed when CP' undergoes a
transition is about 38 percent. Actually, in the cases
under consideration, the probability of transition,
averaged over the velocity distribution of the molecules,
cannot exceed 0.7; a particular nuclear species may
have less than 100 percent isotopic abundance, and
population in a great number of states (J, mg) may
broaden the spectrum so that the actual observed
intensity change may be very much less than the
calculated maximum.

The obstacle consists of two parallel quartz edges
which are mounted parallel to the s-direction. This
structure is movable in the y-direction and can be used
to cut the beam on the side of either positive or negative
y-coordinate. The obstacle is located between the 8
and C magnets as shown in Fig. 6. Evidently the
optimum position at which to mount the obstacle is at
a point in the 8 magnet where the maximum dispersion
occurs in the deQection spectrum of the various molec-
ular moments. However, the introduction of a movable
slit at some point along the length of the 8 magnet
leads to considerable mechanical compHcations. At the
position of the actual obstacle, just before the entrance

FIG. 8. Nuclear resonance spectrum of Na~ in Na~, curve I is
obtained with molecules of negative total moment removed from
the beam and curve II with molecules of positive total moment
removed from the beam.
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FIG. 9. Successive determinations of the center of the resonance
spectrum of Li~ in Lis., curve I is obtained with full beam, curve
G with molecules of positive total moment removed from the
beam, and curve III with molecules of negative total moment
removed from the beam.

to the 8 6eld, a molecule is subject to deQections by
the A 6eld only. When (BH/8y)~ 1.44X——10' gauss/cm,
a molecule containing an atom of Li~, and with velocity
e, propagated from an oven at a temperature of 900'K,
is deflected 5.3X10 ' cm when mr=3/2 and 1.8X 10 '
cm when llr = 1/2 due to the Li atom only.

The insertion of the obstacle into the beam path
makes the beam intensity at the detector more sensitive
to mechanical distortion of the apparatus since there
are then four elements which de6ne the beam instead
of the usual three, and in addition, the umbra or region
of 'constant maximum beam intensity at the detector
is reduced in width by the presence of the obstacle.
Observation of the resonance spectrum is also made
more dB5cult by the reduction of beam intensity which
arises when the obstacle is inserted. Changes in beam
intensity of the order of 0.01 percent may be observed
under good conditions; it is, nevertheless, diKcult to
obtain the envelope of a spectrum with sufhcient
accuracy to make an exact quantitative analysis of the
intensity distribution.

RESULTS

The nuclear resonance spectrum of Li~ in LiI is
shown in curve I of Fig. 7 while curve II shows the
same resonance when the obstacle removes molecules
of positive total moment from the beam, with the
consequent suppression of the low frequency satellite.
It is thus evident that the low frequency satellite
corresponds to the transitions (1/2&-+3/2) indicating
that eqQ is positive. Curve III exhibits the converse
eGect where molecules of negative total moment have
been removed from the beam which arrives at the
d.etector, with the consequent reduction of the intensity
of the high frequency satellite.

The observed nuclear resonance spectrum of Na~ in
the homonuclear molecule Na~ in which molecules of
negative total moment are removed by the obstacle is
shown in curve I of I'ig. 8. The partial. removal of the
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low frequency satellite shows tha, t eqg is negative. The
converse cGect is exhibited in curve II vrhere molecules
of positive total moment have been removed from the
beam vrith the consequent suppression of the high
frequency satellite.

In the nuclear resonance spectrum of Li' in the
homonuclear molecule I.i2 the satellite maxima are
unresolved. Hovrever, the sign of the quadrupole inter-
action. energy is determined unambiguously by ob-
serving the position of the center of the resonance when
molcculcs of c1thc1 pos1tivc 01 ncgatlvc total moment
are removed from the beam by the obstade. The
suppression of the high frequency satellite in this
manner shifts the center of the observed resonance in
the direction of lower frequency and vice versa. In
Fig. 9, a plot is made of successive determinations of
the position of the center of the resonance curve for
various positions of the obstacle in each of two separate
runs. A slow downvrards drift in ficld is evident from
the curves by the slow decrease in vo. Curve I indicates
the successive positions of the center of the resonance
obtained vith full beam; when molecules of total
positive moment are removed, the center of the reso-
nance is shifted to higher frequency as shown in curve
II indicating that the transitions (3/2~1/2) give rise
to an unresolved lovr frequency satellite. The converse
eRect is exhibited in curve III where molccules of total
negative moment are removed from the beam and the
center of the resonance is shifted to lower frequency,
indicating that the high kcqucncy satellite has been
suppressed. This identification of the satellite maxima
in terms of mr indicates that egg is positive.

The observed shift of the resonance center of about
1.5 kc on inserting the obstacle can be seen to be quite
reasonable by the construction of an approximate reso-
nance spectrum from the three component line en-.
velopes. When I=3/2, the frequency of the satellite
maximum (3/2+-+1/2) for egg«g»0H is

.= (g».e/I )+Lz~g(3"- 1)/ghj+ («J/S )

where z=mJ/J' and 0&&jz~ &~1. Neglecting the last
term, the component lines extend over a frequency
range defined by s=o at the maximum to a=+1 at the
other limit, and z= &1/v3 at the central frequency vo.

Since the number of transitions in any frequency inter-
val is proportional to the ds required to cover the
interval, the ratio of the satellite area on the side of vo

containing the maximum to the area on the other side
of vo is 1/(v3 —1)=1.37. Hence we may represent the
satellite by a right triangle having its right-angled
vertex at v~

——va —egg/Sh and with the base of the
triangle extending from v~ to v2= vo+eqg/4h. The area
distribution is adjusted by the addition of a very small
triangle adjacent to the right-angled vertex. The central
structure (1/2~ —1/2) is represented by an isosceles
triangle having an area equal to 4/3 that of the satellite,
since the total probability of the central line is greater
than that for the satellites by this factor. Applying

resolution corrections for the natura1 resonance width
of 3.6 kc, and assuming a central half-width of 8 kc
and. egg/4k=16 kc, a resonance curve of half-width

equal to that of the observed resonance curve vras

obtained. A similar construction vras made in which the
component maxima were reduced in. intensity corre-
sponding to the removal. by the obstacle of molecules of
total positive moment. The center of the resonance
thus obtained. was displaced about i kc from vo, which
agrees fairly well with the observed shift of about 1.5 kc.
The result obtained here for the sign of eqg for Li' in

Li2, and the value of q calculated using available
molecular wave functions yield a positive value for Q.

Since the positive Q for Li' is in contradiction with
the predictions of simple nuclear models, an attempt
has been made to obtain an independent determination
of the sign of Q(Li') by a study of LiH. A more de-
pendable value of q may be calculated for LiH than
for Li2, since better wave functions are available. Since
on heating, Lil dissociates before su%.cient vaporiza-
tion occurs to produce a molecular beam, various
schemes for synthesizing Li and H in a molecular beam
oven were tried without success. The detailed experi-
mental investigation" of the thermal dissociation prop-
erties of LiH, however, indicates that it is not feasible
to produce a beam of LiH in a molecular beam appa-
ratus. At the high oven temperature necessary to
vaporize the lithium it is impossible to introduce sufIl-
cient hydrogen into the oven to produce a reasonable
amount of Lin and still maintain the necessary vacuum
in the apparatus.

The magnitude of the quadrupole interaction is
determined by the separation egg/4h of the satellite
maxima when I=3/2. In the case of Li7 in LiI the
separation of the observed satellite maxima shovrn in
Fig. 8 yields the result egg/k=172 kc. In the case of
the resonance of Li in Li2 the tvro satellite maxima
which determine the magnitude of the interaction were
unresolved. If the assumption is made that the unre-
solved satellite maxima determine the half-width of the
envelope then egg/6=+60 kc is found. This assump-
tion is apparently quite reasonable in view of the
agreement achieved above in explaining the displace-
ment of the resonance caused by the insertion of the
obstacle, where it was assumed that egg/h=64 kc. A
similar situation arises in the case of the Cs"' resonance
in Cs2 where I=7/2 and the 6 satellite maxima were
unresolved. It was assumed that the half-width of the
resonance spectrum was determined by the satellites
(3/2~5/2) and (—3/2+-& —5/2) which gives the value
egg/5=+0. 23 Mc. The estimate is, of course, quite
crude and a large I J interaction might make the
estimate of doubtful validity.

The magnitude and sign of the quadrupole interac-
tions that have been determined by the methods

"Private communication from Johnson, Hill, and Perlo~v.



described above and by the electrical resonance method
are listed in Table II.

TABLE II. Magmtude and sign of the quadrupole
interaction constant eqQ/h.

MSCUSSION

Thc InvRrlancc of thc sign of thc quadrupole Interac-
tions of each of the two nuclcl, LF ance. Na+, In thc
homonuclear molecules and all the halides; of K",Rb",
Rb'~ and Cs"' in the homonuclear molccules and the
Auorides and of Cp' and CP' in KCl and TlCl suggests
that the sign of q, the gradient of the electric 6cM at
thc Buclcus, ls thc sRmc ln R 1Rrgc langc of diatomic
Inolcculcs.

The sign of q is known' to be positive in the hydrogen
molecule. Recent work" has shown that the quadrupole
moment, Q, of both chlorine isotopes is negative, and
this result apphed to the present data indicates that q
at the Cl nucleus in Kcl and. T1Cl is positive, Finally,
Foley4 has shown that q. is positive at the Li nucleus
in Li2. This result is, of course, less certain than the
other two results because of a possible inadequacy in
the wave functions used in the calculation.

A positive value of q at one nucleus in a diatomic
molecule occurs when the gradient contributed by one
nucleus exceeds in magnitude that contributed by the
net electronic conhguration. The net clectnc Geld at
the nucleus is, of course, equal to zero. A positive value
of q corresponds to a mlnlmum of thc
potential Rt the nucleus in question. It is an attractive.
possibility that g at ich nucleus 1n every dihtomlc
molecule is positive. Xo general thcorcms have been

proved to substantiate this conjecture; however, in the
three cases where a test has been made, q is positive
RIId it follows that q is positive in RH diatomic molecules

in @which the signs of the quadrupole interactions of Li
Rnd Cl have been determined. It is certain that if the
sign of q is reversed in a molecule containing another
nucleus, it is reversed in all molecules, here considered,
contalnlng thRt nuclclls.

Townes, Foley, and Low" have proposed a model

which prcd1cts thc signs of the quadlupolc moments of
the nuclei. The sign of the moment of Li~ is explicitly
predicted to be negative and that of K'9 positive. From
the curve presented by these authors, the sign of
Q(Na~) is positive, though the sign is read from a dotted
and presumably doubtful portion of thc curve. The
model makes no predictions as to the sign of the
quadrupole moment of Rb", Rb", and Cs"'.

n V. Jaccarino and J. G. King, Phys. Rev. 83, 4'll (1951)."Townes, Foley, and Low, Phys. Rev. 76, 14U (1949).

Molecule

Ll~ resonance
Lip
LiF
LiCl
LiI
LiSr

+0.060
+0.408
+0.192
+0.172
+0.184

Reference Reference
to sign to magnitude
of eqQ of eqQ

K39 resonance
KQ
KF

—0.423—8.12—5.40—3.88—4.68

Rbsv resonance
Rbg
RbF

—1.10—70.31

—0.580—34,00

+0.23
+1.240

CP7 resonance
KCI
TlCl

—0.420—15.795

—0.336—12.446

& P. Kusch, reference 10.
b Kusch, Millman, and Rabi, Phys. Rev. 55, 11M (1939).

See reference 8.
~ I . Grabner and V. Hughes; Phys. Rev. V9, 819 (1950).
& V. Hughes and I,.Grabner, Phys. Rev. V9, 314 (1950).
& J. W. Trischka, Phys. Rev. T4, 718 (1948).
& Carlson, I ee, and Fabricand, Phys. Rev. 85, 784 (1952).

Prom the data presented in the present paper, the
predictions of Townes, Foley, Rnd Low lead to a
negative value of q in Li2 and at the Li nucleus in thc
lithium halidcs. This result is opposite to that calculated

by Foley. ' Similarly a negative value of q is predicted
at the sodium and potassium nuclei in diatomic mole-

cules. The value of q at thc Cl nucleus in the chlorine

bearing moleculcs is positive. While no direct evidence
exists to indicate that q cannot, in fact, show this
variation, it is nevertheless true that Rn estimate of the
sign of q from R model of nuclear structure and from
the sign of the interaction energy eqQ cannot be
acccptcd without reservation,


